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d self-crumpled and sulfur-
deficient MoS2 nanosheets inhibit polysulfide
cycling in lithium–sulfur batteries†

Rohan Paste, abc Shenghan Li,c Jui-Han Fu,d Yu-Hsiang Chiang,e Arif I. Inamdar, f

Ming-Hsi Chiang, f Vincent Tung,*de Hong-Cheu Lin*abg and Chih Wei Chu *chij

Stable lithium–sulfur batteries (LSBs) have promise to shape a new generation of stable energy-storage

devices. Although the energy densities of LSBs (up to 2500 W h kg−1) are higher than those of

conventional Li-ion batteries (LIBs), lithium polysulfides (LiPSs) shuttling remains a pressing issue that

leads to irreversible loss of active materials, degraded capacity, and eroded durability of LSBs. To tackle

this issue, in this study we modified commercial polypropylene (PP) or pristine separators by laminating

them with a layer of crumpled MoS2 (c-MoS2) nanosheets; the resulting assembly is referred to herein as

MC-separator. We synthesized the c-MoS2 nanosheets using a special electrohydrodynamic process and

laminated them onto the PP separator through simple vacuum filtration. The synthesized c-MoS2
nanosheets featured a metallic 1T-phase enriched with strained sulfur vacancies and a high surface area,

providing additional redox reaction sites for LiPSs during battery operations. The c-MoS2 thin film could

adsorb the LiPSs while providing additional reaction sites to reutilize these LiPSs, ultimately enhancing

the specific capacity of the battery. When operated at a rate of 0.5C, a cell comprising a sulfur-expanded

graphite cathode, the MC separator, and a Li anode provided a high specific capacity (1242 mA h g−1)

with approximately 96% coulombic efficiency over 500 cycles. In contrast, a cell prepared with a PP

separator, when operated at 0.5C, provided an initial capacity of only 746 mA h g−1 and could be run for

only 296 cycles. The high capacity and good cycling stability of our new cell indicate that the MC

separator could suppress the LiPSs shuttle effect, allowing better utilization of the active materials even

at high C rates.
1. Introduction

Lithium–sulfur batteries (LSBs) are promising solutions for
future energy storage applications, especially when developing
energy-dense Li-metal batteries. Recently, prominent battery
development consortiums, including the Battery500, have
highlighted the need to achieve a cell-level specic energy
density of 500 W h kg−1 for application in sustainable electric
vehicles (EVs).1 To this end, the massive theoretical energy
density of LSBs (ca. 2600 W h kg−1) makes them excellent
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candidates in the race for high-performance energy-storage
devices.1–3 Notably, this massive energy density is ve times
higher than that of conventional Li-ion batteries (LIBs), which
can offer only 150–250 W h kg−1.1 The active materials used in
LSBs, including sulfur and Li, are abundant and much cheaper
than the active materials used in LIBs. LSBs undergo a multi-
electron conversion reaction and, thus, offer a high specic
capacity of 1675 mA h g−1. Sulfur cathodes also stand out as
superior candidates in the cathode race.4,5 In addition to a high
capacity, sulfur provides various other benets, including non-
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toxicity, high energy density, and low material cost.6 Neverthe-
less, sulfur cathodes have yet to be accepted for commercial
applications because of (i) the huge volume change that occurs
during cycling of the battery, (ii) the insulating nature of sulfur
and its discharged products (Li2S2/Li2S), causing a high redox
overpotential, and (iii) decomposition of their electrolytes, due
to insoluble LiPSs, interface destabilization, and loss of active
materials. The volume expansion of a sulfur cathode is more
signicant during the cycling process. Upon reduction, the
sulfur atoms are converted to Li2S, which has a lower density
(ca. 1.66 g cm−3) than that of pure sulfur (2.03 g cm−3); this fully
converted Li2S can expand by as much as 80%, potentially
pulverizing the cathode.7 The large redox overpotential is due to
the diffusion of polysuldes inducing the passivation of active
electrodes; continuous redox consumption of active electrode
materials can result in the loss of electronic contact with
a three-dimensional (3D) conductive matrix and formation of
inactive sulfur in the cathode.8 The presence of sulfur and the
discharged products such as Li2S2 and Li2S can result in low
utilization of active materials in a cell.9 The ready dissolution of
LiPSs leads to a “polysulde shuttle” between the cathode and
anode, increasing the charging time of the cell toward innity
and hampering the stability, coulombic efficiency (CE), and
lifetime of the battery.5,10,11 Among these drawbacks, the shut-
tling of soluble LiPSs (Li2Sx, 4 < x < 8) between the cathode and
anode is a grave issue that can diminish the electrochemical
performance and cycling stability of LSBs.2,12,13

Several strategies have been investigated to eradicate the
shuttling of LiPSs, including the use of nanomaterials as sulfur
hosts,14,15 composite sulfur cathodes with alkali metals,16

multifunctional binders to immobilize the LiPS,11,17,18 electro-
lyte engineering with additives,4,19 and modication of the
separator and interface engineering.20–22 Among these
approaches, modication of the separator has been the most
effective, although it remains a challenge to enhance the utili-
zation of LiPSs. A separator is a key part of a battery; it main-
tains the diffusion of Li+ ions and avoids direct contact between
the anode and cathode. Initial studies on the modication of
separators revealed that nanoporous separators could provide
sufficient room for the production of LiPSs.12,13 During charge/
discharge cycling, these LiPSs can precipitate onto the
cathode (i.e., the nearest conductive surface) or shuttle between
the anode and cathode. Hence, a conducting interlayer with
a large surface area can facilitate the reutilization of LiPSs
during charge/discharge cycles. In recent years, several metal
oxides and dichalcogenides have been used to modify PP
separators to mitigate the shuttling of LiPSs, including an
interlayer of MoO3 with carbon nanotubes,23 self-assembled
MnO2,24 Ni/SiO2 mixed with graphene,24 CeO2 nanocrystals
modied with carbon nanobers,20 and MoS2 bulk particles/
nanosheets.25–27 Nevertheless, rapid capacity decay and poor
cycling stability remain formidable challenges when using
these modied separators.

In this paper, we report the use of rationally designed
crumpled MoS2 (c-MoS2) nanosheets as a polysulde barrier on
the Celgard-2500/PP separator. We used an electro-
hydrodynamic (EHD) process to induce a dimensional
8266 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 8265–8276
transformation of two-dimensional (2D) planar MoS2 sheets
into the crumpled and structurally deformed 3D c-MoS2 nano-
sheets.28,29 Compositionally engineered 3D/3D homo- and het-
erostructures can be patterned selectively into mechanically
strong, radiation tolerant and electrochemically active layers,
potentially putting an end to polysulde migration in LSBs,
while also enhancing battery performance. Interestingly, we
found that the additional electronic conductivity, high electro-
chemically active surface area (EASA), and strained sulfur
vacancies on the c-MoS2 surface boosted the utilization of sulfur
and LiPSs. In particular, during the chemical exfoliation and
EHD process, the conversion of the semiconducting 2H phase
to the metallic 1T phase of the c-MoS2 nanosheets contributed
additional electronic conductivity for lamination of the c-MoS2
nanosheets on the PP separator, forming an assembly referred
to herein as an “MC-separator”. This 1T phase of the c-MoS2
nanosheets helped to decrease the internal resistance of the cell
and revamp the charge conduction in the battery. As a result, an
LSB prepared with the MC separator exhibited an initial
capacity of 1242 mA h g−1 when operated at a rate of 0.5C (1C =

1600 mA h g−1) with 96% CE over 500 cycles. The capacity
retention between the 100th and 200th cycles was 95.7%,
whereas it was approximately 85% between the 50th and 500th

cycles. At a higher rate of 5C, the same separator provided an
initial capacity of 709 mA h g−1 with 88% CE over 1800 cycles.

2. Experimental procedures
2.1 Chemically exfoliated MoS2 (ce-MoS2)

A modied version of a previously reported method for Li
intercalation was employed.28 MoS2 bulk powder (1 g) was
submerged in 1.6 M n-butyllithium in hexane (15 mL) and
stirred vigorously for at least 96 h in an Ar-lled glove box. The
mixture was then ltered using Whatman lter paper, washed
several times with hexane, and removed from the glove box. The
intercalatedMoS2 compound was placed in deionized water (DI-
H2O, 100 mL) and sonicated for 2 h to accomplish exfoliation.

2.2 3D c-MoS2

A stable dispersion of 2D exfoliated MoS2 sheets was mixed with
isopropyl alcohol (IPA) in a volume ratio of 1 : 3. The MoS2 ink
solution (250 mg mL−1) was fed into a needle (gauge 18 TW) by
a programmable syringe pump at a ow rate of 5 mL min−1. An
external electric eld (1.35 kV cm−1) was generated on the
needle by a high-voltage power supply (ES 40P-20 W/DAM,
Gamma High Voltage Research) with a spraying distance of
5 cm between the needle tip and the Si wafer substrate. The
humidity was set in the range 35–40% to maintain the evapo-
ration rate. The deposited powder on the Si substrate was
collected by scraping to achieve a high yield (ca. 97%) of the 3D
c-MoS2.

2.3 c-MoS2/PP separator (MC separator)

The as-prepared c-MoS2 powder was redispersed in IPA and
homogenized with ultrasonication. The c-MoS2 nanosheets
were laminated onto a PP separator through simple vacuum-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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ltration. Aer ltering the mixture of c-MoS2 and IPA onto
a conventional Celgard-2500 separator/PP separator, a compact,
thin layer of c-MoS2 was formed on top. The crumpled structure
of c-MoS2 became interlocked on the porous PP separator,
which exhibited superior adhesion to the c-MoS2 nanosheets.
The MC separator was dried in a vacuum oven at 50 °C for 24 h
and then cut into circular pieces for battery fabrication.

2.4 Cathode

For electrochemical testing, a sulfur-expanded graphite (SEG)
cathode was prepared using a previously reported procedure.30

The SEG containing 20 wt% EG and 80 wt% sulfur was mixed
with carbon black (Super-P) and poly(vinylidene diuoride)
(PVDF) (ratio: 70 : 20 : 10 wt%) in a suitable amount of N-methyl-
2-pyrrolidone (NMP). The mixture was ball milled for 3 h. The
as-obtained homogeneous slurry was blade-coated onto
aluminum (Al) foil, using a 300 mm-thick blade coater, and dried
at 50 °C for 12 h. The obtained cathode was cut into a small disc
with an average sulfur loading of 1.5–2 mg cm−2.

2.5 Cell assembly

CR-2032 coin cells were assembled using SEG as the cathode, an
MC or PP separator, and Li foil as the anode. The cells were
assembled with an electrolyte [1 M LiTFSI and LiNO3 (1 wt%) in
1,2-dioxolane (DOL)/dimethoxyethane (DME) (1 : 1, v/v); 40 mL]
in an Ar-lled glove box (O2 and H2O levels: <0.1 ppm). Stainless
steel (SS) plate was as an electrode in the fabrication of the
SS‖separator‖SS cell to calculate the surface resistance.

2.6 LiPSs solution

A LiPSs solution was prepared from Li2S6 using a previously
reported procedure.31 S8 and Li2S (molar ratio: 5 : 8) were dis-
solved in DOL/DME (1 : 1) and stirred overnight at 60 °C to
provide a dark-yellow solution of Li2S6.

2.7 Characterization

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded using an X-ray
diffractometer (X'Pert3 Powder, PAN analytical) within angles
2q ranging from 10 to 80°. Scanning electron microscopy [SEM,
FEI Nova scanning electron microscope (2–10 kV)] was used to
observe the morphologies of the separator and Li-metal anode.
The cycled Li anode and separators were washed with DOL/DME
(1 : 1) and dried for 24 h. To avoid contamination or degrada-
tion, the samples were transferred to the SEM chamber with gas
sealing. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, PHI 5000 Versa
Probe) with an Al (Ka) X-ray source (1486.6 eV) was used for
post-cycling analysis of the separators. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM, JEOL JEM-ARM300F2), with double spherical
aberration correctors operated at 300 kV, was used to study the
crystal structures of MoS2 and c-MoS2; the probe size was 0.6 Å,
the convergence angle was 24 mrad, and the current was 46 pA.
An annular detector having a collection range of 64–180 mrad
was used. The size of the high-angle annular dark eld (HAADF)
images was 1024 × 1024 pixels, captured within 32 s. Absorp-
tion spectra of LiPSs solutions were recorded using a Jacob V-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
670 UV-vis spectrometer. The surface area and pore size distri-
bution of the samples were measured by Micromeritics 3Flex
Surface and Catalyst Characterization Analyzer at 77 K under
nitrogen (N2).
2.8 Electrochemical measurements

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) of Li–S cell was performed in the
potential range from 1.5 to 3.0 V at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s−1,
using an Autolab PGSTAT302N instrument. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed in the frequency
range from 0.1 MHz to 0.1 Hz (amplitude: 10 mV) by using an
Autolab PGSTAT302N instrument. Galvanostatic charge/
discharge (GCD) proles and electrochemical performance
data were recorded using a battery testing system (AcuTech
Systems, Taiwan). The operating voltage window for the Li–S
cell was set from 1.5 to 3.0 V; the cell was operated at various C-
rates (1C = 1600 mA h g−1). Origin 2018 was utilized to plot and
process the obtained data.
3. Results and discussion

The c-MoS2 nanosheets were obtained through a newmethod in
which chemically exfoliated MoS2 (ce-MoS2) separated into
layers and then modied into crumpled structures. The
dimensional transformation of the 2D ce-MoS2 sheets to
crumpled and structurally deformed 3D c-MoS2 nanosheets was
achieved using an EHD process.28,29 The as-modied c-MoS2
nanosheets were enriched with strained-sulfur vacancies,
featured a high EASA, and displayed the 1T phase of MoS2
(Scheme 1). We laminated the c-MoS2 onto a PP separator
through simple vacuum-ltration with the goal of achieving
LiPSs inhibition in LSBs. The highly porous structure and larger
surface area of the c-MoS2 can accommodate the LiPSs and
provide additional reaction sites for LiPSs during cell operation.
Additionally, the S-vacancies and unique physical structure of c-
MoS2 with several edges and ridges may help to adsorb LiPSs
which prevents the migration of LiPSs and promotes their
utilization during cycling. Aer applying an electric eld (1.35
kV cm−1), the single-layered ce-MoS2 (Fig. 1a) was converted
into a crumpled structure; high-resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy (HRTEM) exposed the basal plane of ce-MoS2,
revealing an internal edge-like structure (Fig. 1b). The TEM
images in Fig. 1c and d reveal that the structure of c-MoS2
featured many corrugated edges, wrinkles, and ridges. In
contrast, the TEM images of commercial MoS2 and ce-MoS2
revealed at surface morphologies without any corrugated
edges or wrinkles (Fig. S1a and b†). XRD patterns conrmed the
crystalline structure and phase change of MoS2 (Fig. S2†). The
pattern of the commercial MoS2 provided peaks representing
the 2H-MoS2 phase (JCPDS #37-1492) without any crystalline
impurities, consistent with previous reports.32,33 The peaks at
values of 2q of 14.19, 32.52 to 35.75, 39.41, 49.68, 58.39, and
60.15° represented the (002), (100) to (101), (103), (105), (110),
and (201) planes, respectively, of 2H-MoS2.32 In contrast, the
XRD pattern of the c-MoS2 nanosheets featured a shiing of
some peaks, especially the (002), (110), and (201) peaks, and the
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 8265–8276 | 8267
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Scheme 1 Schematic representations of the structure of c-MoS2, the MC separator, and the adsorption of LiPSs on the corrugated edges and
ridges.
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absence of the (103) peak. This shi in the values of 2q and the
absence of some peaks suggested the conversion of 2H-MoS2 to
1T-MoS2, as has been reported previously.34,35 The smaller and
broader peaks of c-MoS2 suggested the presence of smaller-
dimension c-MoS2 nanosheets. The absence of some signals
might have been relate to the structural defects in the c-MoS2
structure.36 We employed these unique c-MoS2 structures for
LiPSs suppression in LSBs. The c-MoS2 nanosheets had a larger
fraction of the 1T-phase (ca. 65%), as we have stated previ-
ously.29 The presence of the 1T phase would provide certain
Fig. 1 (a and b) HRTEM images of ce-MoS2, revealing (a) a single layer an
crumpled structure and corrugated edges and (d) an edge of the c-MoS
images of (f and g) c-MoS2 and (h and i) ce-MoS2 nanosheets.

8268 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 8265–8276
benets to the MC separator. For example, the c-MoS2 would
have additional electronic conductivity that could decrease the
interfacial resistance.37 Moreover, the metallic nature of 1T-
MoS2 could improve the charge transfer rate, potentially bene-
cial for electrochemical applications.38 The XPS spectra of the
commercial MoS2 and c-MoS2 nanosheets revealed a change in
phase of the two materials. Aer the structural transformation,
the c-MoS2 nanosheets exhibited the 1T phase (Fig. 1e). The
spectrum of the commercial MoS2 featured peaks at 228.19 and
231.32 eV, corresponding to Mo 3d5/2 andMo 3d3/2, respectively.
d (b) its internal edges. (c and d) TEM images of c-MoS2, revealing (c) its

2 structure. (e) XPS spectra of the 2H- and 1T-MoS2 phases. (f–i) SEM

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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In the spectrum of c-MoS2, these peaks had shied by 0.6 eV
toward lower binding energies, indicative of the structural
change in the c-MoS2. In addition, N2 adsorption and pore size
distribution studies were carried out for commercial MoS2 and
modied c-MoS2 to determine the surface area. The results
indicate that c-MoS2 has a higher surface area of 36.59 m

2 g−1 as
compared with 6.19 m2 g−1 for the commercial MoS2 (Fig. S3a
and b†). This incremental surface area of c-MoS2 enhances the
solid–liquid contact which allows easier deposition of LiPSs and
inhibits their shuttling.39 Inset gure in Fig. S3a and b† showed
the pore size distribution dv/dlog(D) pore volume (cm3 g−1) Vs
pore diameter for c-MoS2 and commercial MoS2 which is
around 3.2–3.8 nm.

To prepare the modied separator, c-MoS2 powder (2 mg)
was dispersed in IPA (10 mL) and vacuum-ltered onto a PP
separator. We suspected that the c-MoS2 would become inter-
locked within the porous structure of the PP separator, due to
the inward force during the vacuum-ltration process (Scheme
S1†). The many corrugated edges and ridges would facilitate the
c-MoS2 to adsorb LiPSs during cycling. The SEM images in
Fig. 1f and g reveal a highly porous structure of c-MoS2 on the PP
separator that would likely be effective for the trapping of LiPSs
and their possible reutilization during cell cycling. The crum-
pled structure of c-MoS2 adhered well to the PP separator,
potentially benecial for achieving an effective interlayer. In
contrast, the at and nonporous structure of ce-MoS2 on the PP
separator would not be benecial for LiPSs adsorption (Fig. 1h
and i). The commercial MoS2 existed in the form of large chunks
that could readily become detached, making them inappro-
priate for use as an inhibition layer to mitigate the shuttling of
LiPSs (Fig. S4a and b†). The cross-sectional SEM image in Fig. 2a
reveals that the use of 2 mg of c-MoS2 produced a 4.6 mm-thick
layer of c-MoS2 on the PP separator. The use of 2mg of c-MoS2 in
the solution provided an average loading of 0.12 mg cm−2 on
each PP separator. The dispersion of c-MoS2 of 2 mg was suit-
able for forming a shielding layer for LiPSs. A lower amount of c-
MoS2 (∼1mg) was not sufficient to form a regular lamination on
the PP separator (Fig. S5a†). Whereas a greater amount of c-
MoS2 cause increased resistance in the cell. Based on the EIS
study of SS‖separator‖SS cells, it was conrmed that the surface
resistance of 2.2, 7.2, 9.6, and 15.8 U was recorded for PP
separator, MC separator with 2 mg, 5 mg, and 10 mg dispersion
respectively (Fig. S5b†). The higher amount of loading can affect
the porosity of the coated layer and electrolyte uptake which can
lead to heightened resistance at the interface between the
cathode and separator, potentially deteriorating the battery
performance.40 The performance of the MC separator prepared
with a higher amount of c-MoS2 (5 mg and 10 mg) has been
studied in comparison to 2 mg dispersion. A tape adhesion test
revealed that the c-MoS2 was undetachable from the PP sepa-
rator; in contrast, the commercial MoS2 and ce-MoS2 readily
became stuck on the gummed side of the tape, conrming its
poor adhesivity (Fig. S6a–c†). A folding recovery test affirmed
the exibility of the MC separator and the adhesivity of c-MoS2
on the PP separator (Fig. 2b).

The LiPSs migration through the separator was observed
using a symmetrical H-cell, with the right column lled with
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
Li2S6 solution and the le column lled with blank electrolyte
solution. The two sides were separated by either a PP separator
or an MC separator. Fig. 2c reveals that the MC separator
effectively prevented the migration of LiPSs. Aer 5 h, a trace
amount of LiPSs appeared to be inltrated into the blank
electrolyte, presumably due to initial impregnating of the LiPSs
into the dense c-MoS2 structure. Aer 24 h, no further inltra-
tion of LiPSs had occurred, conrming that the LiPSs had
adsorbed on the surface of the MC separator. The stronger
adsorption effect induced by the nanoporous structure of c-
MoS2 helped to reutilize the active materials by mitigating the
LiPSs shuttle mechanism.13 In contrast, the PP separator readily
allowed (within 10 h) the LiPS species to enter into the blank
electrolyte solution. The blank electrolyte changed from pale
yellow to dark brown within 24 h, indicating that LiPSs migra-
tion had occurred in the presence of the PP separator. These
observations suggest that the c-MoS2 nanosheets could adsorb
the LiPSs, thereby suppressing the migration of Li2S6 and
further battery degradation. Fig. 2d displays the UV-vis
absorption spectrum recorded aer the ltered solution had
been aging for 24 h. The absorbance intensity was measured in
the range from 350 to 800 nm. The normal LiPSs solution
featured a strong absorbance in the range 380–500 nm.41

Because the LiPSs solution readily passed through the PP
separator, its absorbance was similar to that of the normal
solution of LiPSs. In contrast, the MC separator did not allow
passage of these LiPSs to the other side of the H-cell, resulting
in a clearer solution with low visible absorption, indicative of
a lower degree of migration of the LiPSs and, hence, a higher
degree of adsorbability of the LiPSs on the c-MoS2 nanosheets.

Polysulde migration not only decreases the amount of
active material but also affects the morphology of the Li anode
surface. Upon continuous LiPSs shuttling, a Li anode will
undergo surface degradation through LiPSs attack (Fig. 2e).
These nonconductive and insoluble deposits of LiPS species on
the Li metal anode result in an inactive surface layer, which
leads to failure of the cell.42,43 Aer 25 charge/discharge cycles,
we disassembled the cells incorporating the MC and PP sepa-
rators to observe (SEM) the morphologies of their Li anodes.
The Li anode assembled with the MC separator exhibited minor
surface degradation, suggesting that the MC separator sup-
pressed LiPSs migration and led to uniform Li+ ion deposition
(Fig. 3a and b). The nanoporous structure of c-MoS2 accom-
modated and reutilized the LiPS on the cathode side, resulting
in enhanced cell capacity. The suppressed LiPSs shuttling
indirectly assisted the health of the Li metal anode. We attribute
the superior battery performance to the suppressed LiPSs
migration and stable Li anode surface. In contrast, massive
degradation occurred to the Li anode in the cell prepared with
the PP separator (Fig. 3c and d). This Li anode surface featured
enormous degrees of growth of Li dendrites and etching. Such
severe degradation would likely cause the loss of active Li
through continuous breakdown of the solid electrolyte inter-
phase (SEI), ultimately compromising the battery's capacity and
stability.44 Moreover, the continuous growth of Li dendrites
could lead to penetration through the separator, resulting in
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 8265–8276 | 8269
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Fig. 2 (a) Cross-sectional SEM image of the MC separator, revealing the thicknesses of the c-MoS2 layer and PP separator. (b) Folding recovery
test of the MC separator. (c) Shuttling mechanism of LiPSs, determined using H-cells. (d) UV-vis spectra of LiPS solutions passed through PP and
MC separators. (e) Schematic representation of LiPSs and the degradation of electrodes in an LSB prepared with a PP separator.
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internal short circuits and potential re accidents.4 Hence, the
stability of the Li metal also plays a vital role in LSB operation.

Next, we used SEM to analyze the surfaces of the MC and PP
separators to study the migration of the LiPSs during the
charge/discharge cycles. We cycled the cells for 20 cycles at
a rate of 0.5C and then dissembled them to observe the surfaces
8270 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 8265–8276
of the separators. During cell operation, LiPSs can accumulate
within the porous structure of the separator and form layers on
both sides. Fig. S7† reveals the difference between the cathode-
and anode-facing sides of the MC separator. The cathode-facing
side (i.e., the c-MoS2-coated side) revealed the presence of a c-
MoS2 layer and some deposition or agglomerates of LiPSs upon
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 3 (a–d) SEM images of Li anode surfaces before and after 25 cycles, with (a and b) MC and (c and d) PP separators. (e–h) XPS spectra of the
cathode- and anode-facing sides of (e and f) PP and (g and h) MC separators.
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it. In contrast, the anode-facing side of the MC separator (i.e.,
the side absent of c-MoS2) revealed the porous pattern of the
separator. This pattern indicates that regular charge transfer
had occurred through the MC separator without any abnormal
growth on the anode side. In contrast, both the cathode- and
anode-facing sides of the PP separator featured massive depo-
sitions or agglomerates of LiPSs (Fig. S7†), suggesting that the
PP separator could not prevent the migration of LiPSs from the
cathode to the anode side. It readily allowed the LiPSs to pass
through, triggering degradation of the Li anode.20 These
observations are consistent with the SEM images of the Li metal
anodes assembled with theMC and PP separators, and conrms
the ability of the MC separator to prevent the migration of LiPSs
in the LSBs.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
We also used XPS for post-cycling analysis of both separators
aer cycling them for 50 cycles at a rate of 0.5C. We analyzed the
surfaces of the separator facing the cathode and anode to detect
the trapped LiPSs. Signals for several LiPS species were evident
on the PP separator surface facing the cathode side (Fig. 3e) at
160.05, 161.80/162.38, 163.36, 164.17, and 165.77 eV repre-
senting Li2S, terminal sulfur (ST) in Li2Sx, elemental sulfur (S8),
bridging sulfur (SB), and Li2Sx species, respectively. Further-
more, signals appeared at 167.41, 168.14, 169.67, and 170.07 eV
for sulte (SO3

2−), thiosulfate (S2O3
2−), sulfate (SO4

2−), and
TFSI− anions, respectively.45–47 Fig. 3f presents the XPS spec-
trum of the PP separator facing the anode side. Surprisingly, an
intense signal for Li2Sx appeared at 166.24 eV, conrming the
huge migration of LiPSs.17 In the case of the MC separator, the
XPS spectrum of the side facing the cathode featured several
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 8265–8276 | 8271
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peaks for long- and short-range LiPSs, mainly at 160.7, 162,
164.7, and 166.18 eV, which we assign to Li2S, ST, SB, and Li2Sx
species, respectively (Fig. 3g). In detail the content of Li2S (160.7
eV) on the cathode side of the MC separator is higher than the
cathode side with PP separator (160.05 eV). This indicates the
possible conversion of long-range LiPSs to short-range LiPSs
with the help of an MC separator. The XPS spectrum of the side
of the MC separator facing the anode contained fewer peaks,
mainly associated with Li2S, ST, and S8 species at 160.59, 161.58,
and 163.75 eV respectively (Fig. 3h). The spectrum of the anode
side of the MC separator featured a tiny peak for Li2S and
precise peaks for ST and S8, indicating that small amount of
LiPSs had migrated through the MC separator or had under-
gone conversion on the anode side. This analysis conrms that
the MC separator aided in the suppression of LiPSs shuttling, as
well as the possible reutilization, followed by adsorption, of the
LiPSs on the c-MoS2 nanoporous structure.

We recorded EIS spectra of the LSBs containing the MC and
PP separators to examine the impedance of the cells before and
aer 20 cycles (Fig. 4a and b). We tted the EIS spectra recorded
for the MC and PP separators prior to cycling with an equivalent
circuit (Fig. S8†), where R0 is the interfacial contact resistance of
the electrolyte and cell, Rsf-1 and Rsf-2 are the surface lm
resistances, and Rct is the charge transfer resistance.25 Here, Rsf-

1 is the resistance caused by the insulating layer of short-range
LiPSs between the separator and cathode, and Rsf-2 is the
Fig. 4 (a and b) EIS spectra of LSBs recorded before and after 20 cycles w
an MC separator, recorded at a scan rate of 0.05 mV s−1. (d) CV profiles o

8272 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 8265–8276
resistance due to the formation of an insulating layer on the Li
anode as a result of the diffusion of LiPSs. The value of Rct of the
PP separator increased dramatically from 14.15 U prior to
cycling to 64.62 U aer the 20 cycles (Fig. 4a); for the MC
separator, it decreased from 86.1 to 7.72 U (Fig. 4b), consistent
with the c-MoS2 interlayer on the PP separator inhibiting the
migration of LiPSs, forming a stable SEI, and regulating the Li+

ion pathways. The resistances related to the PP separator
increased (Table S1†) aer cycling, consistent with the degra-
dation of the Li anode and sulfur cathode surfaces, due to the
diffusion of LiPSs, and eventual generation of insulating layers
upon the separator. These ndings are in good agreement with
the SEM images of the anodes (Fig. 3a–d) and separators
(Fig. S7†) before and aer cycling.

We performed CV of the LSBs containing the MC and PP
separators to examine the transformations of sulfur to Li2S and
vice versa. These CV were recorded at a scan rate of 0.05 mV s−1.
The CV curves of the MC separator remained almost overlapped
for three consecutive cycles, indicating the efficient reversibility
of the sulfur redox reactions (Fig. 4c). The changes in the peak
potential were minimal, suggesting amelioration of the LiPSs
utilization in the cell.48 The rst reduction peak (cathodic
reaction) at 2.31 V (vs. Li+/Li) implied the following conversion
reactions:

S8 + 2e− + 2Li+ / Li2S8 (1)
ith (a) PP and (b) MC separators. (c) CV profiles of an LSB incorporating
f an LSB incorporating an MC separator, recorded at various scan rates.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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3Li2S8 + 2e− + 2Li+ / 4Li2S6 (2)

2Li2S6 + 2e− + 2Li+ / 3Li2S4 (3)

Further reduction of the LiPS species was evidenced by the
second reduction peak at 2.0 V (vs. Li+/Li), representing the
following reactions:

Li2S4 + 2e− + 2Li+ / 2Li2S2 (4)

Li2S2 + 2e− + 2Li+ / 2Li2S (5)

During the anodic scan, one sharp oxidation peak with
aminor subpeak was evident at 2.44 V (vs. Li+/Li), attributable to
the oxidation of Li2S2/Li2S to S8. In contrast, the CV curves of the
cell prepared with a PP separator featured irregular oxidation
and reduction peaks with a drastic decrease in peak current
density (Fig. S9†). The peak potentials of the reduction peaks
shied to more negative values, while those peak in the oxida-
tion curve shied to positive values, indicative of the insuffi-
cient conversion of LiPSs.14 The CV curves were also irregular
and did not overlap with one another, suggesting poor reaction
kinetics due to insufficient polysulde conversion.

We investigated the reaction kinetics in the LSB with the MC
separator through CV at various scan rates in the range from
0.05 to 0.4 mV s−1 (Fig. 4d). The peak current density of the
oxidation and reduction peaks increased upon increasing the
scan rate, without any abnormalities. The well-shaped CV peaks
suggested good electrochemical stability, decreased degrada-
tion of the electrodes, a lower degree of LiPSs shuttling, and
enhanced reaction kinetics in the cell containing the MC
separator.20

To check the compatibility of the MC separator, we applied it
in a coin cell containing Li metal foil as the anode and SEG as
the cathode. We expected the LSB with the MC separator to
exhibit superior performance, due to mitigated migration of the
LiPSs and the benets of the c-MoS2 structure (Scheme 1). We
cycled the coin cells at various C-rates. At 0.5C (1C =

1600 mA h g−1), the cell containing the MC separator exhibited
stable electrochemical performance, with an initial capacity of
1242 mA h g−1, a capacity of 651 mA h g−1 aer 500 cycles, and
96% CE (Fig. 5a). The capacity decreased during the initial 20
cycles, but remained stable thereaer for up to 500 cycles. This
trend suggests that LiPSs were generated during the initial
cycles, and that they remained trapped within the conned
interfacial area of the MC separator and cathode. These poly-
suldes were presumably reutilized during the further charge/
discharge cycles, reected by the stabilized battery perfor-
mance.49 The capacity retention between the 100th and 200th

cycles was 95.7%, whereas it was approximately 85% between
the 50th and 500th cycles. The decay rate between the 100th and
200th cycles was approximately 0.043% per cycle. In contrast,
the cell containing the PP separator provided a lower initial
capacity (746 mA h g−1) and could be run for only 296 cycles
before it was affected by the migration of LiPSs through the PP
separator, leading to large degrees of surface degradation of the
electrodes and possible short-circuiting. Thus, suppression of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
the LiPSs and their reutilization when using an MC separator
during cycling of the battery enhanced the overall capacity of
the cell. We also examined the loading of c-MoS2 required to
obtain a stable capacity and CE. A higher dispersion (5 or 10mg)
affected the capacity of the battery as well as low CE. The cell
assembled with a separator coated with 5 mg of the dispersion
of c-MoS2 tested at 0.5C rate provided an initial capacity of
930 mA h g−1 and only 82% CE aer 250 cycles (Fig. S10a and
b†); with 10 mg of the c-MoS2 dispersion, the cell displayed an
initial capacity of 889 mA h g−1, and aer the 250th cycle the
capacity dropped to 569 mA h g−1 with 79% CE (Fig. S10a and
b†). We suspect that an excess of c-MoS2 might have hindered
charge transport in the LSB; alternatively, an extreme degree of
physical adsorption of LiPSs might have been caused by
a higher amount of c-MoS2 not allowing stripping of adsorbed
LiPSs from the surface, adding additional resistance and, ulti-
mately, affecting the capacity and stability of the cell.13

We tested the electrochemical performance of cells con-
taining the MC separator at higher C-rates. At a rate of 1C, the
cell provided an initial capacity of 1034 mA h g−1 with 96% CE
aer 500 cycles (Fig. 5b). At 3C, the cell displayed an initial
capacity of 930 mA h g−1, with 95% CE for more than 750 cycles
(Fig. S11†). At an even higher C-rate of 5C, the cell exhibited an
initial capacity of 709 mA h g−1 and a capacity aer 1800 cycles
of 268 mA h g−1 (Fig. S12†); the CE aer the 1800th cycle was
88%, with the decay rate per cycle of approximately 0.034% per
cycle. We then studied the reversible capacities of the cells
operated at the various C-rates (Fig. 5c). At rates of 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2,
3, and 5C, the MC separator provided average capacities (from
a total of eight cycles) of 1301, 1127, 1032, 973, 938, and
858 mA h g−1, respectively. Upon switching the C-rate back to
0.25C, the cell displayed an average capacity of 1451 mA h g−1.
This higher reversible capacity can be correlated to the
enhanced polysulde conversion during the charge/discharge
cycles at higher C rates. In contrast, the cell incorporating the
PP separator displayed poor performance, with average capac-
ities of 665, 556, 488, 428, 398, and 340mA h g−1 at rates of 0.25,
0.5, 1, 2, 3, and 5C, respectively. Upon switching back to a rate of
0.25C, the average reversible capacity was 664 mA h g−1. The
GCD proles (1st cycle at each C-rate) of the cells cycled at the
various C-rates revealed the reversibility of the cell capacity at
0.25C. The cell incorporating the MC separator revealed no
difference in the discharge capacity when we switched the C-
rate back from 5C to 0.25C (Fig. 5d). In contrast, we observed
a capacity loss in the cell featuring the PP separator when
switching the C-rate from 5C to 0.25C (Fig. S13†). We compared
the GCD proles of the cells at reversible 0.25C rate of the cell
tested for different C rate performance to determine the
conversion reaction of sulfur to LiPSs and the polarization
potential (DE) (Fig. 5e). The GCD plateaus of the cell containing
the MC separator revealed the regular conversion of long-range
LiPSs to short-range LiPSs. The GCD prole of the MC separator
featured two discharge plateaus that were relevant to the CV
curves. The rst plateau, at 2.32 V, represents the reduction of
elemental sulfur to a soluble long-range polysulde (S8 / S6

2−

/ S4
2−);14,18 the second, at 2.09 V, represents the further

reduction of soluble LiPSs to insoluble lithium sulde or short-
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 8265–8276 | 8273
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Fig. 5 Electrochemical performance and CEs of LSBs incorporating PP and MC separators, recorded at rates of (a) 0.5C and (b) 1C. (c) Elec-
trochemical performance and reversible capacity of LSBs incorporating PP and MC separators, recorded at various C-rates. (d) GCD plateaus of
LSBs incorporating MC separators, recorded at various C-rates. (e) GCD plateaus of LSBs incorporating MC separators, recorded at 0.25C DE. (f)
Comparison of the values of DE and Q2/Q1 ratios calculated from the GCD cycles performed at a rate of 0.25C in (e).
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range LiPSs (S4/ Li2S2/ Li2S).19,50 The value of DE, the voltage
difference between the oxidation potential and second reduc-
tion potential, for the cell incorporating the MC separator was
substantially lower (160 mV) than that of the cell prepared with
the PP separator (220 mV). This lower polarization potential
conrms that the MC separator improved the redox kinetics of
the cell. The electrochemical performance of the MC separator
has been compared with other modied separators in Table
S2.†

We investigated the improved catalytic activity in the cell
incorporating the MC separator in terms of the Q2/Q1 ratio,
where Q1 and Q2 represent the capacities at the rst and second
discharge plateaus, respectively. Here, a higher ratio indicates
8274 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 8265–8276
greater catalytic activity in a cell.50 We analyzed the GCD
plateaus of the cells cycled at 0.25C. Fig. 5f reveals that theQ2/Q1

ratio of the cell containing the MC separator (2.57) was greater
than that for the cell containing the PP separator (1.80). The MC
separator-containing cell, with its higher capacity ratio,
demonstrated enhanced catalytic activity for the redox kinetics
of the LiPSs. The 1T′-phase c-MoS2 structure offered enhanced
conductivity to the PP separator, helping to transform the LiPSs
to Li2Sx (x = 1, 2) and, hence, leading to enhanced and stable
performance.12 Furthermore, the high EASA and strained-sulfur
vacancies on the c-MoS2 surface boosted the effective utilization
of sulfur and LiPSs, as reected by the high performance of the
LSB.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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4. Conclusion

To suppress LiPSs shuttling in LSBs, we prepared a modied
separator through a simple vacuum-ltration process. LSBs
assembled with a PP separator modied with c-MoS2 nano-
sheets exhibited enhanced electrochemical performance. The
crumpled structure of c-MoS2 allowed it to adhere tightly to the
PP separator, leading to its interlocking with the porous sepa-
rator. The high EASA and strained-sulfur vacancies on the
surface of the c-MoS2 nanosheets boosted the utilization of
sulfur and LiPSs. In addition, the presence of the 1T phase in
the c-MoS2 structure offered enhanced electrical conductivity,
ultimately decreasing the interfacial resistance between the
cathode and separator. Consequently, an H-cell demonstration
and UV absorption study revealed lower degrees of inltration
of LiPSs when using the MC separator. SEM imaging of the
surface morphology of the Li anode revealed that it was well
protected in the cell prepared with the MC separator, relative to
the situation in cell featuring the PP separator. Moreover, XPS
analysis of the MC separator revealed a lower degree of migra-
tion of LiPSs on the anode. The lower polarization potential and
higher Q2/Q1 ratio of the LSB prepared with the MC separator
indicated its lower interfacial resistance and enhanced capacity,
respectively. The LSB assembled with an SEG cathode, an MC
separator, and a Li anode provided stable capacities when
operated at rates of 0.5C, 1C, 3C, and 5C for prolonged cycles.
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